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BLACK AMD PUEITO IICA• LEGISLATORS CAUCUS WEEKEND

February 16, 17, 18, 1990
What actions are needed to assure that an NYSNA representative
wfll be a workshop presenter?
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What activities need to be initiated now to assure that NYSNA
will be prepared to participate in a caucus workshop?
What actions are needed to assure that NYSNA will have an exhibit
booth at the Caucus Weekend?
activities need to be initiated now to assure that NYSNA
will be prepared to have a successful exhibit booth at the Caucus
Weekend?
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What

is willing to arrange for staffing the NYSNA exhibit at the
Caucus Weekend?

Who

How can we encourage NYSNA members to be a visible and meaningful
part of the Caucus Weekend?
When do you want the next meeting of the Minority Focus Group?
The Board of Directs approved funding for 4 people to attend a·
second one-day meeting during this fiscal year.
(Please remember staff constraints will exist until a new
Associate Director has been hired and fully oriented.)
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HEW YORK STA'l'E NURSES ASSOCIATION
Council on Legislation Meeting
and
Minority Pocus Group Meeting
VOB~SHOP FOR DISTRICT LEGISLATIYE COMRITTEE CB.AIRS

Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, New York
November 10, 1989
9:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
I.
J

j

Do you have any specific examples of materials which can asgist
District Legislative Committee Chairs?
What topics should be addressed in addition to those listed

Call to Order

II.

Review of Minutes of September 8, 1989

III.

Campaign to Eliminate Nursing Shortage

below:

1)

ANA Washington Office
Lobbying
Political Education
ANA-PAC
Capital Update
Network Ne.is
ANA Memoranda
CDC= Congressional District Coordinators
SC = Senate Coordinator

2)

HYS-NPA - Presentation by Chairperson or Representative

3)

Organizing in Your District
Phone tree - District 2
Keep Pace with a Hurse - District 5
Letter writing
Visiting legislators - District 16
Developing key contacts - District 13

Coal.ition Building Activities

4)

The Council on Legislation - _Its Role and Activities

Communication with Districts, Members and Board of Directors

5)

NYSNA Resources

Jrv.

Legislative Update

v.
I

Board of Directors Actions - September 21 and October 26, 1989

''A
J •

B.

._,,,c.
VI.

January 27, 1990

1990 Legislative Program

-L.
C.

VII.

Universal Health Care - Position Statement

IX.

Black and Puerto Rican Legislators' Caucus Weekend
February 16-18, 1990

x.
XI.
XII.

New Business
A.
B.

c.

XIII.

Testimony at hearings
UHY*Care proposal

•

Universal Health Care Position Statement

Date of Next Meeting
Adjournment

EJG/cjp
11/6/89

1990 Lobby Days
Workshop for District Legislative Chairs - January 27 1990
1990 Voting Body Resolution
'

Center for Women in Government Conference - March 18-20, 1990

VIII.

XIV.

Campaign for Healthy Children Agenda - 1990
R7a~l~c~tion of funding_for Legislative Reception
Visibility of NYSN-NPA in NYSNA in general and
Legislative Program, in particular

.tanuary 26, 1990

What it is
How it works with SYSNA
Endorsement process
.Fund Raisin·g
Importance of this election year
How to coordinate at local level - District 1

Lobby Days
Hews letter
LegLine
Report Legislative Power

Staff

Consumer Advisory Commission
Testimonies
Position Statements
Memoranda
Cover)

ct'

N,nm~ ficus

P.1artha L. Orr, MN, RN
Exec:uUve Director

6)

c:on.tluntofThe.Amertcan
N.,....Aaaodallon

~-·

Update Current Legislative Issues

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Non-nurse midwifery
Nursing scholarships
Universal Health Care
Third Party Reimbursement
Reproductive Health
Health Care Personnel Shortage Act
What el~e ~hould be i~clud~d in the pro.gram?

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501

POSITIOII AQUJIBI-E

. ..

Qf1/,VJ""i,h1-.,/.,.t.j l,· 1]1_f/,WJ,pfi..r:J•"' . i)AAt<t/V.;-;-;., 4,/.,,..vV,-,~
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What mat-erials shouid iS'e' cHs!ri.buted at Jthe workshop?
What are the priorities (objective) for this workshop?
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ASSOCl:m DXRECTOR LEGISLU':IVK PROGRAK

_ .

>1V/4u.4

RESPONSIBILITIES
Assist in the implementation of all NYSNA legislative activities
including:

* Lobbying to promote or defeat legislation.
* Tracking status and impact of state and federal

*
*
*
*
*
*

legislation
Preparing testimony and legislative memorandums
Presenting workshops and conferences
Communicating with diverse membership
Acting as liaison with health and labor groups
Interpreting Association's Legislative Program
Providing services to members
QUALIFICATIONS

¼

*
*
*
*
*

Working knowledge of New York State Legislature
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Experience in large organization or association
Intrapersonal and networking skills
Experience in systems or program management
Knowledge of health care, law, labor and/or economics
preferred

Position requires travel within New York State and irregular hours to
fulfill job responsibilities.
P.lease send cower letter and curricul1a rit:ae to:
lfart:ha L. On:, &, RB, Ezecutive Dil:ector, 11ev
· York State Jlm:ses Association, 2113 lfest:eDl Ave .. ,
Gail.derland., BY 1208t. 110 P1101iB OJ.JS P[,B,Bg.

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Council on Legislation
The Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing
Guilderland, NY
September 8, 1989
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
MINUTES
I.

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by Susan Fraley,
Chairperson, at 9:20 a.m. on September 8, 1989.
II.

ATTENDANCE
P.a!sent

Absent

Susan Fraley
David Clark
Virginia Kemme
Carole Kuzmack
Juanita Majewski

Phyllis Collier
Louise Gallagher
Mary Keane
Kattie Washington

Sta££

E. Joyce Gould, Directori Legislative Program
Bernard T. Mccann, Associate Director, Legislativ~ Program
The Chair introduced David Clark, and welcomed him to his
first Legislative Council meeting.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of May 17, 1989 were reviewed and accepted as
ll--ritten.
IV.

CAMPAIGN TO ELIMINATE NURSING SHORTAGE
A.

Keep Pace with a Nurse
The visit of Assemblyman James Tedisco to Bellevue
Hospital, Schenectady was described and discussed.
The intent of the •Keep Pace with a Nurse" program is
to promote the value of nursing and nurses through the
local media and educate legislators about solutions to
the nursing shortage. The program is coordinated by
NYSNA Conununication Department in conjunction with
District Nurses Associations.
Other participants have been District 5 with
Assemblyman Martin Luster and Assemblyman James
Tallon.

-3-
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It was recODD11ended that staff inform the Advisory
Council of the •Keep Pace with a Hurse" program and
enco~age other Districts to participate.
B.

has delayed completion of this project. The Clinical
Practice Units will probably develop a position
statement, instead of a resolution, on long term care.

c. Third Party Reimbursement

Health Care Personnel Legislation
Staff reported on the status of the two bills
introduced on this subject. The bills are A.8434,
Gottfried, and S.5531, Tully. It is expected that the
legislation will move forward after January.

The Chair discussed the need to create extensive
networking for the coming year. Various nursing
groups especially those most affected, for instance,
nurse entrepreneurs, nurse-midwives, psychiatric
nurses, nurse practitioners and nurse-anesthetists
will be invited to work together toward achieving the
goal of mandatory third party reimburse.ant. It was
pointed out that NYSNA has long been at .:he forefront
of the fight for third party reimbursement.

The main concern for nurses about this legislation is
the possible lowering of standards of health care.
Some laudable aspects of the legislation is the
expressed desire to recruit non-traditional
populations into health care careers, particularly in
professions wher& there is a shortage.

c.

D.

Nursing Scholarships

It was reported that during the last session of the
legislature there was a bill to amend the Nurse
Practice Act to add podiatrists with physicians and
dentists.

It was reported that most scholarship legislation
failed to move out of committee. The one exception
was the County Award Bill, A.6935/5.2836, which added
nurses as a category of potential recipient. The
Governor signed this legislation into law.

The Chair reported having a meeting with interested.
parties, including podiatrists, nurse-anesthetists and
nurse practitioners. Staff has prepared draft
legislation to provide a one time all-inclusive
change of the Nurse Practice Act. The draft
legislation calls for regulatory language to specify
which health.care providers have-authority to.give. orders to nurses.

The letter sent to Assemblyman Edward Sullivan
(attached hereto) was reviewed. This letter outlines
the Association 1 s position on nursing scholarships.
IV.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

A.

School Health Nursing
At the May 17th meeting a report was given by Gail
DeMarco, Associate Director of Nursing Practice and
Services, about the school nurse issue. As a followup to that report, the Council was infoi:med that the
Clinical Practice Unit of School Nurses will be
addressing the issues posed by the Council on
Legislation. A memo to Gail DeMarco from Joyce Gould
is attached outlining the issues.
rt was further reported that a meeting was held over
the summer with Assemblyman Hasper 1 s staff,
representatives of the School Nurses Association, Gail
DeMarco and Joyce Gould. At the meeting a proposed
legislative initiative was discussed.

B.

Long Term Care
A memo has been sent to the Community Health Nursing

Clinical Practice Unit and the Gerontological Clinical
Practice Unit asking them to develop a resolution on
long term care. However, the arrival of a new
Associate-Director for Nursing Practice and Services

Podiatrist Bill

The podiatrist were adamant about being listed in the
Nurse Practice Act in order to gain the recognition
they want.
V.

NEW LAWS IN NEW YORK
A report of all laws of interest signed by Governor Cuomo

was sent to all District Legislative Chairs on July 14,
1989. A copy is attached.

VI.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTION - JULY 27, 1989

A.

Minority Focus Group
At the May 17th Council on Legislation meeting, the
role of the Minority Focus Group was discussed. Dr.
Juanita Hunter, speaking for the group, submitted a
report to the NYSNA Board of Directors indicating the
group's desire to continue its existence. The Board
authorized. two additional meetings of the Minority
Focus Group in Fiscal Year 1989-1990.

-4-
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Staff reported on HYSNA actions to become involved in
the Black and Puerto Rican Caucus Weekend. A memo
outlining those actions is attached. The Council was
urged to write to Senator David Peterson encouraging
him to work with NYSNA.

A discussion followed regarding the part of the

proposed legislative program that r~ads, •~oc:ate fo:
access to a full range of reproductive services. • •
The discussion revolved around whether that language
clearly spells out its intent. Several Council
Members indicated that members of the voting body will
probably discuss "pro-choice" and •pro-li~e• po~itions
that differ from this statement. If the issue is not
raised, the Council recommended that someone should
point out what it means.

The Minority Focus Group will be invited to the
Council on Legislation's November meeting to promote
communication between the two groups and plan for the
caucus Weekend in February 1990.
B.

Nurse-Midwifery

X.

Staff reported on the legislative initiative to remove
midwifery from nursing. Administrative staff in
Assemblyman Gottfried's office and Senator Farley's
office were major factors in the movement of these
bills through the legislative committee process.
Neither bill (A.4074A/S.2794A} reached the Assembly or
Senate floor.

The staff outlined all communication activities that
include:

One of the purposes of the bill was to obtain mor~
autonomy for "midwives." The Association is in the
process of building coalitions with other interest
groups, The Medical society of the State of New York,
and the Ainerican College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists and interested nurse-midwives to resolve
the shortage of nurse-midwives.
The NYSNA Board of Directors at their July 1989·
meeting decided to pursue a legislative initiative to
expand the scope of practice of nurse-midwives.
Reference was made to the September 1989 issue of
Report which features an article about the Board's
action to recommend amending the Nurse Practice Act to
provide nurse-midwives with prescriptive privileges.
VII.

COMMUNICATION WITH DISTRICTS, MEMBERS, AND BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

XI •

A.

LegLine's weekly messages included in Council packet.

B.

LegPower column is now a regular feature in Report.

c.

All visits to CNPs and Districts were listed.

o.

Regular information letters are sent to District.
Legislative Chairperson. Regular phone contact with
Legislative Committee Chairs is maintained.

E.

Copies of all Reports to Advisory Council and Board of
Directors were included in the Council packet.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

NYSNA President, Juanita Hunter, is presenting
testimony to the New York State Board of Regents on
September 8, 1989. A copy of that testimony was
presented to the Council and is attached to these
minutes.

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR 1990

A.

B.

The Council reviewed the updated evaluation of the
NYSNA Action Plan. The update is attached to the
minutes.
Proposed 1990 Legislative Program
The proposed 1990 legislative agenda was reviewed and
discussed at length. It was moved, seconded and
unanimously approved to add a section on school age
children's health needs as number 6 under Roman
Numeral I, Letter A as a vulnerable population
deserving special attention.
The amended proposed 1990 legislative program
(attached) was moved, seconded and unanimously
approved to be forwarded to the Board of Directors for
1ts approval.

Regents' Testimony

B.

Nurse Practitioner Law Implementation
Staff reported that implementation of the 1988 Nurse
Practitioner Law, which became effective April 1,
1989, has been problematic. There are nurse
practitioners who have been unable to satisfy State
Education Department requirements. Late in June, a
bill was introduced to grandfather al1 practicing
nurse practitioners. Apparently a high percentage of
Family Planning Aadvocates nurse practitioners had not
met State Education Department requirements.
The bill passed the Assembly and is in the Senate
Rules Committee. Staff is working with the State
Education Department, Family Planning Advocates and

o-mr~ .·
lOM.

_,_

-6the Coalition of Nurse Practitioners to develop
alternative criteria, allowed by law, to enable more
nurse practitioners to obtain state certification.
Another problem has developed for nurse
practitioners regarding prescriptive privileges. The
federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) has been unable
to grant nurse practitioners DEA numbers because the
State Department of Health has refused to authorize
DEA to assign the numbers to nurse practitioners.
This permit number is required in order to prescribe
controlled. substances. The Department of Health and
State Education Department have conflicting view
points on the question of nurse practitioner
prescriptive rights.

Discussion followed on the topic of what should be
done with budgeted funds for the 1990 legislative
reception.
A motion was made, seconded and approved that a oneday workshop for District Legislative Committee
Chairs be held early in 1990 and financed with funds
budgeted for the 1990 legislative reception. This
recommendation will be forwarded to Board of Directors
for approval.
Discussion followed on what to do with any further
unexpended funds for 1990 legislative reception.

0

A motion was made, seconded, and approved that the
Council on Legislation urges the NYSNA Board of
Directors to approve the use of unexpended funds
budgeted for the 1990 legislative reception to
subsidize a portion of the cost for NYSNA members to
attend the Center's conference.

Possible actions to resolve this problem include
lobbying or law suits. Initial activities will be
aimed at lobbying Department of Health officials and
asking legislative leaders to intervene in resolving
the problem.

c.

Center for Women in Government Conference

D.

A memorandum on the subject of the Center for Women in

The Council on Legisla~ion was presented with a report
on the Campaign which included a legislative program.
A copy of the report is attached to these minutes.

Government Nurses and Public Policy Conference was
presented to the Council and is attached to these
minutes.

A motion was made, seconded, and approved that the
Council on Legislation recommend to the HYSNA Board of
Directors that the Board approve the legislative
program of the Campaign and to actively join in
the Campaign activities.

The Center has developed a concept for a forum to
enable nurses to increase their political power.
Since such a program will take place in early March,
RYSHA's annual legislative M>rkshops and reception
would be duplicative. HYSHA will be a cosponsor of
the Center's Program. Is it possible to support two
such major public policy programs for nurses?

E.

Further discussion continued on the question of
holding a separate meeting/workshop with the Council
on Legislation and District Legislative Committee
Chairs.
motion was made, seconded and approved to have the
Council on Legislation focus only on the Center's
program and not have a separate NYSRA sponsored
legislative day/reception for 1990 only.

A

Universal Health Insurance (UNY*CARE)
Staff briefly reported on the Department of Health's
recently announced plan for universal health insurance
coverage for all New Yorkers called UNY*CARE.

Discussion followed on the level of visibility NYSNA
can expect from the Center's program. The visibility
is expected to be very high, with program planning and
administration being part of HYSHA's contributions. In
addition, HYSHA will provide program presenters.
Should HYSHA hold its own legislative reception or
combine with the Center for Women in Government or do
both? These questions were explored and discussed.

Campaign for Healthy Children Agenda - 1990

A motion was made, seconded and approved that called
for the Council on Legislation to study the issue of
universal health insurance and UNY*CARE and to develop
a position paper on Universal Access to Health Care.
XIII.

NEXT MEETING

The date for the next meeting is November 10, 1989, from
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
IX.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion was made, seconded. and approved to adjourn the
meeting at 3:30 p.m.
BTH/cjp
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'THE

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

1990 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Approved by the 1989 NYSNA Voting Body
I.

COHSUHER ADVOCACY AND HEALTH PROMOTION

HYSHA monitors and supports state and federal legislative
proposals to:
A.

Protect the health of vulnerable populations
1.

HIV

epidemic
Support funding for increased HIV prevention
and educational programs.
Support AIDS centers and treatment initiatives.
Monitor attempts to require mandatory HIV
testing. Support programs of voluntary,
confidential testing.

2.

Homeless
. ,

Support programs which provide comprehensive,
coordinated health and social services at the
community level.
Monitor all housing legislation to evaluate
the impact on available housing units.

3.

Long term care
Support adequate funding for community-based
and institutional long term care services for
all ages.
Support efforts for the development of long
tenn care insurance.
Support efforts to develop a continuum of
services to meet the chronic health needs of
the disabled of all ages.
Support efforts to utilize nurses as case
managers of long term care services.

4.

Welfare refoat

Support efforts to enact legislation to
enable New York State to obtain additional
federal funds for child care and health care.

.Advocate for access to a full range of
reproductive services for all persons, including
adults, adolescents, those of low income, those
without health insurance and those with high risk
pregnancies.

I

Support legislation to help welfare recipi-

ents to gain useful employment and move out

Advocate for a state budget which meets the needs
of the frail, the elderly, the young, the disabled, and the medically indigent.

of poverty. -

Support legislation to raise welfare grant to
the federal poverty level.
5.

Child care
Promote access to quality, affordable child
care for all families.

c.

Support funding for quality day care.

Support drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs.

School age

Support prenatal care and .immunization programs.

Support efforts to prevent substance abuse
including alcohol, drugs, and tobacco.

Encourage clean air legislation and smoking cessation program.s.

Support programs to prevent teenage pregnan-

cy.

Support efforts to enhance nutrition and promote
exercise.

Support efforts to prevent sexually transmitted diseases.
B.

Encourage screening programs for early detection
and treatment of disease.

Promote access to health care for all people

Support employer-paid insurance which adequately·
covers prevention as well as illness regardless of
the site of care.

Support health insurance for basic health care of
all individuals regardless of employment status.
Promote legislation for direct access to services
provided by professional nurses.
Expand health care services into underserved urban
and rural areas.

Obtain funding/insurance coverage for
preventive health care
Advocate·for a health system that encourages
disease prevention and health promotion.

Support the medical and family leave legislation.
6.

Obtain mandatory third-party reimbcrsement benefits for provision of services by psychiatricmental health clinical nurse specialists in
noninstitutional settings.

D.

Support~ rights of all individuals
Promote passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.
Support programs to protect and support victims of
abuse.

Support access to health services for all children
through expanded school health services which
include health promotion, health counseling and
care fer acute and chronic illness.

Support efforts to study the causes of abuse and
find interventions and alternatives for the causes
of abuse.

Poster the development of health services which
are culturally appropriate.

Protect the right of each individual. to make
informed choices about all aspects of their health
care.
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Protect the right of all individuals to be protected from unsafe health care providers.
Support efforts to disReminate health care provider specific information which enables individuals
to have adequate, accurate information for choosing a provider.
E.

III. ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH NURSING IS PRACTICED
i

NYSHA monitors and supports state and federal legislative
proposals to:
A.

Foster legislative and/or regulatory initiatives
to promote recruitment and retention of nurses in
New York State.

Foster RA% equity and comparable worth
support efforts to improve the economic status of

Develop incentives to promote professional practice in health care facilities.

Support legislation to guarantee pay equity for

Oppose any attempts to substitute unlicensed
personnel for health professionals.

women.

women.

Encourage the implementation of a fair and adequate retirement plan for a.11 health care workers.

B.

Promote a safe environment through adequate waste
management including medical waste and nuclear
waste.
Support environmental reclamation programs.

Advocate for expanding nurse-midwifery practice to
include prescriptive privileges.
C.

Standardize nursing education within institutions of
higher learning, maintaining two careers, one professional and one technical.

B.

Secure increased appropriations for nursing scholarships.

c.

Encourage loan forgiveness programs and expansion of
the State Health Service Corps Program.

D.

Promote the development of additional nurse-midwifery
educational programs.

E.

Advocate for increased access to publicly funded baccalaureate nursing education programs north of New York
City.
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health~ facilities

Promote adequate reimbursement for health care
facilities to provide adequate funding for nursing
services.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR HORSING

A.

Provide adequate reimbursement

Support adequate reimbursement for health care
facilities to meet rising personnel costs of
providing health care.

Support legislation to protect the air and water.

NYSHA monitors and supports state and federal legislative
proposals to:

Protect the nurse practice~
Protect the public by assuring that only licensed
nurses practice nursing.

Protect the environment

II.

Eliminate the nursing shortage

D.

Protect and respect employee rights
Advocate for increasing and indexing the rate of
payment for Workers' Compensation benefits.
Evaluate legislation regarding drug testing in the
work place.
Support the rights of nurses to join together
collectively for purposes of labor representation.
Oppose any weakening of labor laws and antidiscrimination laws.
Support efforts to protect whistle blowers.
Oppose any efforts to establish state fee structures which are inequitable.
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Proaote a tax code which assures that those most
able to pay contribute a fair share and those
least able to pay are taxed proportionately less.

G.

Support unemployment insurance and worke~'s compensation systems with adequate funding and fair
distribution of benefits.
E.

Promote

professional

Support efforts to assess and abate hazards.
Support research of occupational health and safety
hazards in health care facilities.

practice

Promote safety programs for workers in health care
facilities.

Support public recognition of nurses as independent health care providers with a legal scope of
practice which fully entitles them to render and
be reimbursed. for services.
Obtain mandatory third-party reimbursement benefit
for registered professional nurses from all payer
sources.
Support nursing research to promote and advance
nursing expertise in patient care delivery.
Support efforts to prevent and contain practice by
health care providers whose practice is impaired.

Promote safety Jin the work place

Promote nursing participation in the development
of safety programs for industry.

This is an illustrative, but not exhaustive, list of issues the
Legislative Program will address in working to advance the cause
of nursing and promoting the health and welfare of all New
Yorkers.

Support continuing education as a method to maintain nurses' positions as knowledgeable health
care providers.

Repeal the exemption clause in the Hurse Practice

Act which pe.z:mits unlicensed personnel to practice

professional and practical nursing in institutions
under the jurisdiction of the Office Mental Health
and the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities.
F.

Maintain liability insurance
Support legislation which maintains affordable and
available liability insurance for nurses. ,
Support efforts to maintain an individual's right
to seek redress for wrongs while controlling any
exorbitant increases in the cost of professional
liability insurance.

•

Support disclosure of data by insurance companies
on professional liability claims against nurses.

11/6/89
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION ON ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM

RESOLUTION ON REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

Adopted by the 1989 NYSNA Voting Body

Adopted by the 1989 NYSNA Voting Body
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WHEREAS,

issues of reproductive health services are currently
the focus of intense ethical, social, political and
legal debate, and, although they are controversial, it
is imperative to address them as responsible health
care providers;

WHEREAS,

society must bear the responsibility and burden for
social issues related to family planning, prenatal
care, substance abuse, domestic tranquility and child
abuse;

WHEREAS,

in our nation the individual is guaranteed such basic
rights as privacy, personal liberty, freedom of speech;

WHEREAS,

the profession of nursing has traditionally supported
an equitable health care system of accessible services
unrestricted by social or economic status or the nature
of the health care need;

.

WHEREAS,

the ANA Code for Nurses supports both the client's and
the nurse's rights in the provision of nursing care
while emphasizing the nurse's responsibility for not
imposing personal beliefs upon clients;

WHEREAS,

individual professional nurses have a right to their
own beliefs, including - in New York state, under the
Civil Rights Law - the legally affirmed right to refuse
to participate in the voluntary termination of a pregnancy where such participation is contrary to the
nurse's conscience or religious beliefs;
therefore be it

WHEREAS,

there is a recognized crisis in the adequate provision
of health care services for many Americans;

WHEREAS,

at this time, over thirty-seven million Americans carry
no health insurance, the majority of these being the
working poor, women and children;

WHEREAS,

we, as registered professional nurses, are in the front
lines of health care delivery and are witness to the
woeful inadequacy of the health care system as it is
presently structured; therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the New York State Nurses Association will
vigilantly lobby and organize toward the goal of the
establishment of a national health system that will
meet the health needs of human beings regardless of
their economic status, and be it further
RESOLVED, that NYSNA initiate this process on the state level
~here ~tis more f 7asible that we may have an impact on
improving the quality of life of our most vulnerable
New Yorkers.

RESOLVED, that the New York State Nurses Association supports the
individual's rights to personal liberty, privacy and
access to the provision of unrestricted reproductive
health care.
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LEGISLATIVE PBOGRAK STAFF
OUTREACH VISITS

September 19, 1989

District 13

October 10, 1989

Leadership Skill~ Workshop for CNP
Officers and Delegates, NYC

November 1, 1989

Health and Hospitals Corporation Executive
Council

November 8, 1989

District 10

November 14, 1989

Montrose VA Hospital

November 28, 1989

Leadership Skills Workshop for CNP
Officers and Delegates, NYC-

December 5, 1989

NYC Interregional Meeting

December 8, 1989

Consumer Advisory Commission Luncheon
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Thank you for calling the New York State Nurses Association
LegLine.

The 1989 primary election season is now history.
races will now be partisan affairs.

involved.

Thank you for calling the Rew York State Ruraes Association
LegLine.

Today is September 14, 1989.
Local

Take an interest, get

smm•-•••• u, un
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Today is September 19, 1989.

The legislature remains in recess and Governor Cu0110 is
traveling around the country.
The Health Department's proposal for Universal Health

Do not be afraid to volunteer your time for a

is now being openly discussed and studied.

candidate of your choice.
The State Department of Social Services has issued new
Mecliceid.restrictions to take effect October l, 1989.

Basically,

agency to oversee and pay.
to furni.sh health insurance.

and lab tests that Medicaid will pay for each recipient.

proposal closely.

restrictions are part of a refoxm package contained in the 198990 CUomo budget.

The goal is to save $22 million dollars.

Various consumer interest groups see the restrictions as a
blocka.ge to access.

Al.ready the subject of law suits, we expect

Last week, Dr. David Axelrod, State Health Commissioner made

public his Universal Health Care plan for New York State called
While details are still sketchy, the Governor's office

has yet to support the plan.

NYSNA will closely monitor the

Recent national figures estimate that 37 million Americans
have no health insurance.

is presenting testimony at a public hearing on

•Improving New York State's Hospital Reimbursement System"
sponsored by the State Council on Health Care Financing Chaired
by

Senator Michael J. Tully.

RYSHA will

The hearing will

be

held at the

College of Osteopathic Medicine in Old Westbury, Long Island on
September 20th at 9 a.m.
Thank you again for calling LegLine.

be

studying this

The Medicaid utilization threshold rules were to take affect
October 1, 1989 will be delayed until Hoveaber 13, 1989.

Rules include a 14-visit lilllit.

Over that number of visits

and the treating physicians will have t o p ~ to the state the
Visits to dentists and podiatrists will be si.ailariy
limited.

lab tests and prescription, likewise, will be limited.

With the opening of school this a:>nth, Hew York City found
7218 school aged children living in its shelters or welfare

hotels.

progress of this initiative.

HYSNA

Certain employers would be required

necessity of same.

legislative involvement next session.

Uny-Care.

The plan wculd

basically combine private and public insurance under an umbrella

the restrictions set limits in the total number of doctor visits,
The

care

Thank you again for calling LegLine.
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Thank you for calling the Hew York State Huxsas Association

fllank you for calling the Hew York state Hurses Association LegLine.

LegLine.

'roday ie September 27, 1989.

llYSBA staff continues to meet with legislators and/or this staff on a

variety of issues.

Next week .Martha Orr, Bxeeutive Director, Carolyn Hc:CUl-

lough, Acting Dil:'ector of

z.aw and Bernie

Hc:C&nn, Associate Dixactor of the

Laqi.slati.ve Program, will attend the Annual Public Bmployees Conference.

The

conference is made up of all labor organizations that represent public employeea.

Ha. Orr is on- the Beard of Directors of the conference.

The legislative

agenda for the Public Employees Conference will be developed at the conven-

Today is October 5, 1989.

The Annual Conference of Public Employee Conference (PBC)

Although the legislature rMVlina in recess, work on legislation continues.

CJCHWlt 5, 1989

ended this morning with the passage of its legislative agenda.
High on the list is concern over the budget for FY 90-91.

On

Wednesday of this week, Assembly Speaker Mel Miller told the PBC
delegates that the major legislative fight will be over the
proposed. elimination or delay of the 4th year of planned tax
cuts.

This $400 million piece of the budget will be critical.
NYSNA delegates will serve on a PEC panel that will examine

current proposed drug testing bills.

tion.
The Schumer •Znmi.gration Nursing Relief Act• wcs reported to the subcom-

On the nationa1 level, ANA bas fi.led an appea.l seeking to

mittee on Znmi.gration, Refugees, and International Law of the House Judiciary

overturn a federal ·court decision that threw out a NLRB standard

Ccxami.ttee.

that would have allowed Rlfs to have their own union in :most

The aubccmmi.ttee chairman is Representative Bruce Morrison (R/CT).

The •

hospitals.

major change fran Schumer•s original bill was the de"ietion of the proposed B-4

Remember the NYSNA Convention, October 27-30, in Albany.

visa which would have allowed qualifying foreign nurses a 5 year stay with

NLN has published a Directory oi Educational software for

opportunities for permanent residence status.

The Morrison amendment returns

the current H-1 visa system with certain qualifications.

The bill faces

uncertainty in the Judiciary Coamittee.
The National Advisory CccPlDi.ttee on Rural Health submitted its fil:'st set
of rec011111endations to the Secretary of HHS.

For copies of the recommenda-

tions, contact the Office of Rural_Bealth Policy at {301) 443-083S.
If you live in Cortland or .Alleghany County, you know that these counties have been chosen for low-level radioactive waste dumps.

tion on the subject you may call 1-800-441-2401
Thank you again for calling LegLine.

For any infoxma.-

nursing.

Call (212) 582-1022.

Thank you again for calling LegLine.
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Thank you for calling the New York State Nurses Association

LegLine.

.
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Thank you for calling the New York State Rurses Association
LegLine.

Today is October 19, 1989.

The Association will be testifying at two hearings sponsored

Today is October 12, 1989.

Reminder that NYSNA Convention is October 27-30.

Plan to

by the Assembly Health Committee.

attend and network politically with nurses from all areas of the

Reimbursement System:

state.

Recommendations for Change. •

On October 10th, NYSNA Research Associate, Peggy Graham,

testified before the NYS Health Council headed by Senator Michael
'.fully.
system.

The subject was improving NYS's hospital reimbursement
Points made were - universal health care insurance would

help financially ailing hospitals, improve access.

Health care

coverage for all children would be a great place to start any
universal health care program.
In addition, the lack of flexibility in the current system
was criticized.

The Association reminded legislators that access

to quality care should be the first concern.
1990 is the last year of the current reimbursement system.

The Legislature will be forced to act on the important topic come
January.
Thank you again for calling LegLine.

The topic is the •Hospital

The Impact of the CUrrent System, and
The first hearing will be in Rew

York City on October 30th, the second will be in Buffalo on
November 5th.
On October 25th, President-elect, Madeline Naegle, will

testify at a hearing sponsored by the Senate Minority Task Force

in Health Insurance Mandates, chaired by Senator Hartin Solomon.
Legislative Program Director, Joy Gould met October 18th
with Joy Aldolfe, Counsel for Assembly Speaker Mel Hiller.

The

Speaker's ~ffice expressed an interest in the nursing shortage,
and nursing issues in general..
At the October ilth HDiP& Conference, Association staff
attended. four presentations on the HY Department of Health,
UHY*CARB Plan.
UHY*CARE is a proposed universal health insurance pian put
forward by the Health Department.

The topic for universal health

care will be a major issue in the upcOll.ing legislative session.
The legislature -remains in recess.

Remember the Association Convention October 27-30 in Albany.
Thank you again for calling LegLine.
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Thank you for calling the New York State Nurses Association

LegLine.
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'l'oday is October 25, 1989.

Over 1,000 registered nurses will be converging in Albany
for the 1989 Annual Convention of NYSNA, October 27-30.
For the first eight months of 1989, Albany lobbyist have
spent $16 million - that is up by $1.S million over same period

last year.
The HHS commission on Nursing has received congressional

funding approval to continue in existence through FY '90.

This

will give the Commission opportunity to initiate its
contained in the Senate Finance Committee omnibus budget
reconciliation package legislature is an ANA sponsored provision
for direct reimbursement for NPs and CNSs under Medicare for

The House version does not

contain this language but ANA is hopeful that a conference

committee will approve it.
This

bill is sponsored by Representative Charles Schumer CD-Brooklyn)
and is supported by NYSNA and ANA.

The bill would grant amnesty to any working registered nurse

who currently holds an H-1 visa (as well as that individual's
spouse and children) who, as of Deceml;ter 31, 1989, is residing in

the us and has worked for the past three years as a nurse.
Congress is expected to act on this measure before the end
of the year.

Call or write your congressman and senator to

support H.R •. 3259.
Thank you again for calling LegLine.

LegLine.

Today is November 3, 1989.

The HYSNA Convention ended on October 30th.

A 1990

Legislative Program was adopted by the voting body.

Call this

office at 456-5371 if you would like a copy of the Program as
approved.
If you would like a free booklet on the subject of low-level
radioactive waste, call 1-800-458-1158.
Hearings on low-level radio active waste for Allegany County
will be held on November 13, 1989 at the State AJ::mory in Hornell
Advance registration for

testimony requirements call 1-800-441-2401 for infomation.

Per

Cortland County on November 15th at the Field House at SONY
Cortland again call 1-800-441-2401.
The legislature remains in recess.
session are already surfacing.

Problems for the next

Governor Cuomo·has announced a 21

cut back for all agencies until the end of the year.

Looks like

more budget problems in 1990.

on October 3, the House Judiciary Committee approved
H.R. 3259, The "Immigration Nursing Relief Act of 1989."

Thank you for calling the Rew York State :Nurses Association

l p.m. - 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

recommendation.

providing services in rural areas.

'1
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Remember that Tuesday, November 7th, is election day.
every county, city and town in New York There is some race.

In

It

is your duty to elect the Mayor, District Attorney, Sheriff,

Judges, and Council people that make decisions that effect you
and your families.

Vote!

Thank you again for calling LegLine.
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October 25, 1989
Bew York, Jlev York

. :..
Good morning (afternoon).

Hy name is Madeline Naegle.

I am

President Elect of the New York State Nurses Association.
On behalf of the Association and its 30,000 registered

professional nurses, I want to thank you for this opportunity to
express our views on the topic of •The Effects of Health

Insurance Mandates on Insurers, Businesses and Employees.•
For many years, the Hew York State Nurses Association has
supported

t

0

mandate to require all insurers to pay nurses

directlyfthe
,... services they provide.· Reimbursement is limited to
the covered services already specified in the health insurance

policy.

This is not a mandate to provide additional services.

Mandatory third party reimbursement of nurse provider~is
needed to allow consumers the freedom to choose the type of
health care provider they want and need.

This mandate will also

enable consumers to obtain services in rural and inner city areas

where the number of other health care providers is limited or
non-existent.

It is a fact that registered professional nurses

are geographically more accessible than other providers and have
a proven record that they are equally capable of providing
qual..ity health care services.

In addition, nurses have an

established ~ord of providing services to the underserved in
rural ancl urban areas.
The current make available coverage for direct reimbursement

of the duly licensed registered professional nurse was signed
into Rew York law in 1984.

At that time, the opposition said

that mandating direct reimbursement to nurses would be costly and

unnecessary.

The facts proved them wrong on both counts.
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First, adding nuraes to the list of eligible heal.th care
providers who can be paid directly by insurance companies did not
increase premium costs.

OUr

research shows that insurance

companies that issue group policies in Rew York are not charging
an additional premium when they include the option for direct

reimbursement to nurses.

Mandating additional services may :mean

higher premiums; adding providers doesn't necessarily

premiums.

lllSall

higher

It is the individual health insurance policy that

defines the parameters of reilllbursement and this legislation did
not tamper with policies as they already existed.
Secondly, the make available option does not meet the need
of New Yorkers who want to use the services of registered
professional nurses.

Many conswaers are not aware that group

~licy holders must request inc~usion of this coverage in their
policies.
.

Frequently, the consumer first learns about the

,

requirements of the make available option when the insurance
company refuses to reimburse the nurse for covered services
already provided.
This lack of payment source can be particularly traumatic
for an individual whose health problems require consistent
treatment.

The disruption in treatment while the consumer seeks

another health care provider can be hanaful because of the
possibility there will be a gap in services.

The lack of

insurance payment can be even more devastating for a consumer who
lives in an area where there are no other providers.

In fact,

the Bew York State Ru.rs.as Association bas been asked to intervene
on behalf of more than 200 con.sumers to assist in securing
payment to nurses for services covered in the consumers'
policies.

Solletimes the insurance companies will pay, other

tiaes they do not.

Then the consumer faces the difficult task of

finding another provider and again starting the process of

establishing a therapeutic relationship with a new provider.
Some

consumers struggle to pay for the service out of pocket in

order to continue receiving care from the same nurse.
The current insurance law mandates reimbursement to some

professionally prepared providers but does not require
reimbursement to others who are equally qualified to provide
these same services.
A 1986 report of a Congressional Office of Technology

Assessment (OTA) study indicated that limited third party payment

for nurse-practitioners and nurse-midwives is a major barrier to
the greater use of these providers.
though the

O'l'A

This barrier persists even

study findings •support the contention that nurse

practitioner services are less expensive than those of
physicians. •
This OTA study also found considerable evidence to indicate

that the quality of care provided by nurse practitioners and
nurse-midwives is equivalent to care provided by physici~ns.
Other studies document the effectiveness of nurse anesthetists in
cmaparison to anesthesiologists.

Nurse psychotherapists and

psychiatric/mental health clinical nurse specialists provide care
that compares favorably to the services provided by
psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric social workers.

There is a growing data base which documents that registered
professional nurses with advanced education in a nursing
specialty do increase access to cost-effective, high quality
health care.

The OTA study found that "indirect evidence

indicates that these providers could decrease costs to employers
and society."

(Please see Attachment I for additional

information from this study. )
In the past, restrictive insurance laws have effectively

limited nurses to being employees because they were unable to
independently generate income through the accepted source of
third party payers.

However, since 1979 there has been a change.

A 1988 survey by the .American Nurses Association indicates that
thirty-eight (38) states now have legislation or regulation
authorizing direct reimbursement to nurses.

Federal legislation

authorizes Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement for specific
nursing services.

(Please see Attachment II for a detailed list

of federal reimbursement for nursing services. )

In New York

State the law ~roviding for reimbursement for nursing services is
now five years old.

What has happened during this period?

First, major insurance companies like Hass Mutual, Blue
Shield, and Prudential are providing reimbursement to nurses for
covered services at no additional cost.
Second, many consumers do not know they lllUSt ask the
insurance carrier to include the option to reilllburse nurses for
covered services.
Third, it is difficult to obtain the nurse provider option
through the collective bargaining process.

The merits

of this

coverage are ~mbneT'ged in the intense negotiations ovar wages,
salaries, and other benefits.
Fourth, New York is suffering a severe nursing shortage as
the result of an increased demand for nurses.
Fifth, the fear that _third party reimbursement would provide

an incentive for n.urses to flee the hospitals to establish

'.

'
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-sindependent practices was unfounded.

1987 data indicates that

the actual number of nurses who are working in hospitals has
risen since 1980.

The percent of all nurse who work in hospitals

has risen slightly despite the growing opportunities for work
outside of hospitals.

Sixth, for most nurses, the path to independent practice
includes working in a hospital for several years and acquiring
advanced specialty education at the masters or doctoral level.

This path can assist in :meeting the need for staffing hospitals

and retaining expert nurses in direct patient care.
Seventh, studies by several national commissions recommend
that nursing recruitment efforts will be enhanced by promoting
the career opportunities within nursing.

Establishing a private

practice is one example of a career opport~ity comparable to an
accountant, podiatrist, physician or attorney~

It is.easier to

establish a private practice when third party reimbursement for
nursing care is available.
Eighth, a small percent of nurses have reestablished the
pattern of independent nursing practice prevalent prior to the
late 1930s.

These nurses enhance recruitment into nursing by

role-modeling a career which offers the challenge of providing
personal care-giving and the benefits of entrepreneurship.
With this evidence, it is time for New York to take the next
step and mandate direct reimbursement to nurses for covered
services.

This will allow consumers to select the health care

provider who can most appropriately address their health
concerns.

This will enable nurses to provide services in under-

served area.a.

This will eliminate discriminatory reimbursement

practices.

And, this will foster the developaent of additiona1

career opportunities to enhance recruitment into nursing.
During a decade when most health policy initiatives were
directed at controlling the rise of health care coats, many
states and the federal government enacted laws to wandate third
party reimbursement to nurses.

At the same ti.a, there were few

new mandates to directly increase access to care or expand
coverage for services.
It is interesting to note that studies provide evidence that
direct reimbursement to nurses for covered services can
indirectly increase access without compromising quality and may
have the potential to decrease costs.

At the same

time

studies

documented cost savings when home care and ambulatory services
were reimbursed to replace certain hospital and nursing home
services.

Therefore, it is evident that each proposal to mandate

additional benefits or additional providers must be Pxamined on
its own merits to
dete%21line its fiscal impact and social benefit.

The info:r:mation

gleaned from such analysis will be useful in designing the health
benefit package for any universal health care program.
Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on
mandatory third party reimbursement for nurses.
pleased to answer questions.

I would be
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"although exist:ing daca do not allow precise quantification af 'Che cascs of OIM
care and physician care, t:he salary differencial [$24,800 average income for Q..""is
and $100,000 for obscecrician/gynecologists} probably ensures cltat: t:he t:ot:al
coses are considerably less for CNHs Chan for physicians.•

IMPROVED QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE
FACT SHEET

4

OTA STUDY SUGGESTS FEDU.AL GOVERNMENT LIBERALIZE COVERAGE

NURSE PMCIITIONERS

On December ··19, 1986,

A.Np

QF ;-;;

CERTIFIED NURSE-~IPWJ;';S

S~V!CES

OF

the

Congressional Office of Technolo£"',r Assessmenc (OTA)
released Health Technology Case Study #37. Nurse ?~act:i~;o~ers, ?hvsician
Assistants. and Certified Nurse-Midwives:
-~ Polic•,• Analvsis.
This case st:udy
was prepared in response co a request by the Senate Commic~ee on Appropriations.

The st:udy focuses on a major barrier co the greacer employmne~c and use of nurse
praccicioners {NP.s) and cercified nurse-midwives (CNMs) - limited third parcy
payment: for the services .of these providers.
It stated that understanding "how
the use of- NPs'·and CNHs ·affects -·the quality· -of care ,-.,:the •:access:.co: tare,· the
productivicy of providers. and the costs of care is crucial for a!lalyzing the
effect:s of alternative policies regarding payment for the . seryices of . these
providers. •
Policy conclusions not:ed chat: NPs and O."'Ms have made ii:portant:
contributions co meeting the Nation's health-care needs by:·
0

potentially reducing health-care costs;

0

improving the quality of health care-services;

0

improving the acc~~sibility of health care; and

o

increasing the productivity of medical practices and institutions.

·•.

...

•

I,_.·

The quality of the care provided by NPs and CNMs was determined by comparing
their care with the care provided by physicians; by examining the extent co which
patients are satisfied with the care provided, and by assessing physicians'
acceptance of such care.
According to t:he st:udy, the weight of the evidence
indicates that, within their areas of competence, NPs and CNMs •provide £all
whose gualitv is equivalent: to that care nrovided bv phvsicians. •
(emphasis
added) In addition, it was found that "patients are generally satisfied with the
quality of care" provided by NPs and CNMs particularly with the "interpersonal
aspects of care".
Finally, "most physicians who employ these practitioners are
sat:isfied with their performance ... • as reflected by employment stat:istics.

IMPROVED ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE
Historically. NPs and CNMs have been credit:ed with improVing the geographic
distribution of care. because many of them have been willing to locate in
underserved rural and inner-city areas.
The study found that in addition to
improving access to care in rural areas, NPs and CNMs •increase access to primar-:
care in a wide variecy of nongeographic settings_ and for. populations not
adequately served by physicians."
(emphasis added)
Studies have shown. for
example. that NPs increase access to primary care for underserved children in
school settings, and elderly patients in nursing homes.
Q.'Ms provide ef=ecti~e
and low-cost maternity care t:o underserved. socioeconomically high-risk pregnant
women and adolescents."

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

..

REDUCED HEALTH CARE COSTS

Productivicy studies analyzed indicated that NPs working under physicians'
supervision "can increase tot:al practice ou1:put by some 20 to 50 percent."
(emphasis added)
Although there is less information available on the
productivicy of CNMs, "the degree to which Ollis can substicute for physicians
appears to be considerable.
0

The scudy found Chat "indirect evidence indicates these provicers could decrease
to employers and sociecy. •
(emphasis added)
Ecrploy-C!ent: levels suggest:
chat: .NPs and CNMs are considered "cost-effect:ive substitutes for physicians in
delivering many services.• In addition, •training NPs and C;Ms coses much less
ciJan training physicians."
•
·

cost:s

The study referenced a 1982 st:udy which compared patterns of treacment for otitis
media {ear disorder) and sore throat by three types of prepaid group practicesNP only, NP-physician team, and physician only. The study findings •support the
contention thac NPs • services are less expensive than t!:!ose of physicians.
Services provided by NPs alone are less dostly than chose provided by physicians
alone or by NP-physician t:eams. •; ~1th respect to CNHs. the stu<iv
. found chat

STUDY SJGNlfICoNCE
This study is useful to legislators, consumers, and thit·d-part:y payers because
its conclusions support extending coverage for the services of NPs and CNMs. The
study concludes "Federal third-parey payers could be more in seep with new and
evolving payment: practices bv liberalizing coverage and pavment rescrict:ions 0 for
the services of NPs and CNMs.
(emphasis added) In addicion, it noted, •Direct
payment for che services of NPs and CNHs would further remove barriers to
practice" and might "encourage qualified NPs and CNMs to move into unserved and
underserved areas to expand access co health care.

ICAM:pj
1101 141h STREET. N. \V., SUITE :mo. Wt\Sl·fl~CiT0:'1:.

n. C. :moos -
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Campaign to Eliminate
Nursing Shortage
& Guarantee Quality Patient Care
l"lmmL RBiliBURSBii&f ftll IIDRSDIG SD'l:ICBS

-.ucu:a
for nursing aarvices provided in hospitals under Medicare Part A
ia incorporated into the diagnosis related grouping (DRG) payment to the
employing hoapital based on •social Security Amendments of 1983."
RAllilllburaemant

Hedicara Part B covers nursing services in the following areas:
• Nursing services provided as an integral, although incidental part of
the pbyaician•s professional services; p~yment goes to the physician.

*

BurN practitioner services in rural health clinics; payment goes to
the clinic. (1977)

*

Nurae practitioner services in •at risk• HMOs1 payment goes to the HMO.

-2CBalll'IJ8

certified nuraa-midwivaa, certified nurse practitionera, and certified
psychiatric nurae specialists are covered on a fee for service basis under the
Defense Department•a Civilian Health and Kadical Program. of the tJnifoxmed
Services (CHAMPUS). Payment goes to the nurse. (1982)
The implementation. of a ClmMPUS DRG-baaed payimmt system exempts certified
registered nurse aneethetiata and allows boepitala to bill eaparately for
their services. (1987)
n:&BP

The l!'ederal
Health Benefits Program (P'BBBP) allows federal employees
to choose one of more than 300 health benefit plans. Salle of the 21 fee-forservices plane authorize payment to nurses. There ia no mandated
reimbursement to nurses.
Pu,poaed PailaEa1 Lagia1.atiaD to Mendat:e fld.rd Party

IIL

lfaEJlm.H

•Basic Health Benefits for All Americana• proposed legislation sponsored by
Senator Kennedy would include a •freedaa of choice• proviaion to make nurses
in advanced practice eligible to receive direct reimbursamant.

* Certified registered nurse anesthetist services will be reimbursed at

The proposed •Rural lfuraing Incentive Act of 1989• spomaorad by Senator T0Cll
Daschle would authorize Medicare payments directly to nurse practitioners and
clinical nurse specialists.

* Four demonstration COl?ll!Unity nursing organization (CNO) projects

ot.bar Stat:aa and '!him Party

80- of the established fee schedule: payment goes directly to the
nurse. (1986)

providing community-based nursing and ambulatory care services under
the direction of an RN. The payment rate is set at 95% of current
Medicare payment for these services. Payment goes to the CNO. (1987)

* Certified nurse-midwives will receive reimbursement at

651 of the
prevailing fee charged by physicians; payment goes directly to the
nurse. (1987)

*

*

for nurse practitioners in rural health clinics; payment
to the cliJlic. (1977)

• Direct reimbursement to nurae-midwives; the reimbursemant level is•
determined .by each atate. (1980)

New York State Nurses Association. 2113 Western Ave.• Guilderland. NY 12084(518)456-5371

roe

Jim:

Thirty-eight states now have laws authorizing reimburaa,aant for
It ia
important to note that raimburaemant for nuraea may be availa.bla in the
remaining states. Insurance companies may pay nurses even if there is no
state law mandating payment to nurses. ARA ia aware that nuraea in states
other than those with reimbursement; laws are being paJ.d for their services.

ReimburllalDIIJlt

for private duty nursing sarvicea.

I

10/23/89

CEITEI FOB VONEI II GOVERNMENT COIFERENCE
March

,a.

(Please consult Report to Board

19, 20, 1990

or

Directors, October 26, 1989)

Ple3se develop a mechanism for awarding the funding to NYSNA
.
members planning to attend the conference: Questions: ;,L, /Ji.I':,,, ~.,4,-.C
Should this be first come first serve or assure
distribution to as many districts and CNPs as possible?

How can we develop incentives for two or more individuals
to represent their district or CNP so they will take the
message back home?
When should the funding be announced?

V;~p ,.,,t · t_,,...,.~

(lt,J.t,.,,;Ur

How should the funding be announced?.
Should there be a special category for,individua1s·who
have special needs? ·r:»·

What do we tell district leaders who are not ·NYSNA

members, especially if they are a Legislative Committee
Chair or District President?
How can we encourage members to attend?
What do we want to do on March 20 during Lobby Day
session?
How can we encourage HYSNA members to nominate themselves

as conference participants.
EJG/cjp
11/7/89

UIIY£1SAL HEALTH CABE POSITIOI STATEMENT
(Please review 1990 Voting Body Resolution on Universal Access)
What principles need to be included in a position statement?

·i L

':>.1..-J.J._ . ..!,_.~J.,...,J..--(~)./.._A_,Jr./

Do you know anyone who has special knowledge in this area?
Review Handouts on ONY•CARE proposal

Who should receive each one?
Is the information understandabie?
Is the information helpful?

EJG/cjp

11/7189

t)RAFT

TO:

PROM:

Legislative Program

Re:

Department of Health's Universal Health Care Insurance
Proposal

On September 1, 1989 the New York State Department of health
unveiled a proposal to provide a means for each New Yorker to be
covered by some form of heal th insurance. The proposed plan will
be called llBr* CABE.
The proposal is not new for New York. As early as the
1920's Governor Al Smith proposed a Universal health system. The
idea was thought to be too radical for the times. The subsequent
depression and war put an end to the universal health discussion. Governor Rockefeller resurrected the idea in the 60's but
again the time was not right. Apparently the Health Department
feels that the time now has come to put forth another effort. A
professor at the University of North Carolina School of Public
Health, Or. Dan Beauchamp, was hired by New York to develop a
Universal Health Insurance system. It is Dr. Beauchamp's model
that is now UNY*CARE.

* Universal access

* A single payer for all providers

*
*
*
*

Central claims processor
Standardized benefi~ package
Expansion of employer paid health insurance
Subsidized public health insurance programs for non workers

UNY*CAR.E•s goal is to combine universal access with strong
cost control. It has been decided that restructuring the current
system would be preferable to creating a whole new system.

* UNY*CARE involves the expansion of current health insurance
coverage to include all middle and lower income New Yorkers.
* Cost control will involve a single payer responsible for
setting uniform reimbursement methodologies and rates. Over time
there will be a shift from formula-based reimbursement to negotiated rates consistent with state and private revenues.

* The single payer will function as a buyer of care rather than
only a bill payer, implying a concern about appropriateness of
care and quality.

ct'

f\,oro1 ficus.
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* A single rate for each covered service that is consistent
across payers will remove the incentive to discriminate by type
of coverage and enable providers to make decisions based on
health not reimbursement concerns.
* Providers will be guaranteed payment for covered services,

will no longer face multiple payers operating under different
billing procedures and will only bill individual patients for
non-covered services.

* URY*CARE participants will each receive a standardized enrollment card establishing membership in the system. The card would
be electronically coded with the patient's covered benefits thus
assuring the provider payment for the specified benefit.

* ONY*CARE
sured.

will subsidize purchase of policies for the unin-

* An unemployment insurance surcharge·on all employers will be
used to finance the cost of coverage for the working uninsured
population. All employers providing mandated levels of health
insurance can avoid paying this surcharge. Employers newly
offering insurance will be eligible for subsidies, which will be
phased out over a fo~ year period.

* Public programs to cover all persons under 100 percent of
poverty will be continued. Coverage of t~ose persons between 100
percent and 200 percent of poverty will be subsidized and all
children under the age of 17, regardless of income, wi-11 be
assured access to preventive care services.
* The responsibility of private insurance for health care costs
will be limited to a basic annual limit, roughly $25,000 each for
inpatient and major medical care. This basic annual limit, or
stop/loss, will be financed primarily through a surcharge on the
health insurance premiums paid by employers, and through the use
of other funds.
* OHY*CARE will assure that all infants, children and adolescents, regardless of family income, have access to all necessary
preventive health care by through tax based financing and by
expansion of the school health program as service sites.
*
ONY*CARE will assure that all adults and children below 200
percent of the federal non-farm poverty level have financial
access to all necessary primary care.

*

UNY*CARE proposes to raise Medicaid fees for

physicians

DRAFT

*
ONY*CARE will become a purchaser of insurance for many employers. This volume approach to buying insurance should lower
the overall cost of the insurance. ONY*CARE will also offer
insurance to the unemployed and self employed.

* Employees that contribute to the cost of an employer plan for

insurance through payroll withholding will receive a tax credit
for such payment.
lows:

From the patient's standpoint the systam will work as fol-

* Consumer goes to provider for services and shows UNY*CARE card

* Provider delivers services to consumer
* Provider bills UNY*CARE
* UNY*CARE pays provider at rate dete:cmi.ned by UNY*CARE.

* UNY*CARE bills customer or the insurance carrier as appropriate
This is a brief outline of the UNY*CARE proposal. There are
a number a questions and concerns about the program. The following are a few:
1. A principa1 goa1 of OBY-A-CARB is pi:ori.cling coverage for all
pti.aary and pa:eveuti'Ve serrices for peDIODS up to 200 pm.cent 0£

In order to accomplish this goal an expanded
service system will have to be established. More out-patient
clinics will have to be created. Nurse practitioners and nursemidwives will have to be better utilized and their numbers expanded.
poverty leve.l. ·

2 • Another principal. goal of Ulff-ACARB is to provide pa:evea:U'Ve
care for a1l children up to 17 years of age. :Ct has been &11ggeated that i.ndi.vidaa1 school district Ilea.1th pzograas voal.d be
the pr.hlary provider of this service.
Unfortunately, school

health programs are already under staffed and overworked. At
least twelve (12) school districts in this state do not have a
register nurse on staff. Many other district assign one RN to
cover multiple classroom buildings. Obviously, the school
health program would require tremendous expansion. The question
of financing this service has not been answered.

AcJmoa,fled.ging that Long 'l'eDI ou:e ia not covea:ed by Jlediea:Ee
or .lled.icaid, UJIYil-CABB 81lpp0rtera point to two options for such
~ - The first is a hope that Congress will amend Medicare
to include LTC. The Pepper Commission is in fact studying that
pos~ibility and will issue a report on March 1, 1990. The second
option calls for New York to establish its own program of LTC
insurance if the federal government does not.

·3 •
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DRAFT

The problem of LTC insurance is fast becoming critical.
With an ever aging population New York cannot stand by and wait
for others to create solutions.
4.
1111'1'~ will. fum:ti.on with a single payer approach. ftis
J1Pn:ms that al1 pawide:ra vil.l. send their bill.s to a aing1e SOUD:e
£or pa.ywt. The single payer will negotiate rates to be paid

Martha L Orr, MN, RN

TEL (S18} 456-5371

TO:
FROM:

8.

llllY~ vil.l. D!qUire wandatory ass$ 91 eeot. of physician fees.

While not a problem for nurses it will be a major concern for
physicians.
As the UNY*CARE proposal becomes more developed we hope that
some of these qt.Jestions will be answered. If you have any questions or comments about UNY*CARE please call the Legislative
Program at (518) 456-5371.

Nurses AuoclaUon

FAX# (518) 456-0697

DRAFT

DRAFT

Legislative Program

DATE:

6.
UIIY~ vi.ll he sabsidi.zi.ng the cost of prallUIIS £or hea11:h
imnlrance for llaJlY workers. The p1an ca11s for a cost sharing
aethod 0£ pnmiua papaent between workers and eap1oyers.
No

the a.ploy-er. A sliding scale based on income will determine
individual out-of-pocket expense. The maximum projected amount
is $1,000. The extent of coverage under a basic plan has not
been determined. The make-up of that plan should be closely
watched.

Constituent of The American

2113 Wastem Avenue, Guilderland, New York 120,84.9501

Will these be true negotiations or

7.
flle bilsi.c benefit package vil.1 not on1y ~fine cove:a:ed services, but vil.l. a1so 1.iai.t tota1 out-of-pocket: ezpenaes of indiridna)s as well as the percentages of the prelli.1111 cos!: borne by

-

-

NEW YORK S,;_TE NURSES ASSOCIATION

5.
tnrr.-cABB p1ams to negotiate with physicians £or fee scbecl111ea. Will negotiations be with each individual physician or

where are labor agreements mentioned. Will health care benefits
no longer be negotiated in collective bargaining? Will cost
sharing be mandatory? Unionizad employees will be very interested in the answers to these questions.

,
.-;;:-,.~;:.:·.

Executive Director

hospitals, physicians, nurses and other providers. A stated
goal of UNY*CARE is to use the clout of,the single payer to
affect appropriateness and quality of care. How will quality of
care be measured? Will this mean health care will be rationed?
Who wiJ.l make decision on quality of care and how will such
decisions be made? These are questions that all nurses must be
attuned to while the ONY*CA.RE discussion continues.
with the Medical Society?
mere shames?

,·-=...... - ~·
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RE:

Proposed New York State Universal. Health Insurance Plan

On S7ptember 1, 1989, the New York State Department of Health
unveiled a proposal to provide each New Yorker with health
insurance coverage. The plan is called UNY*CARE.

STUDS

OP PLO

1;JNY*CARE is a proposal put forward by the Heal.th department. It
is the result of internal department studies and an outside.
coi:isult~!· ~vernor Cuomo has not yet endorsed the plan. As of
_ this writing it has not been drafted into any legislative
proposals.
WBln'" .I§ OBY:,;pR-,

UNY•~ i~ a statewide health insurance and health care plan to
provide universal health insurance for all New Yorkers. The plan
would expand current private, employer based health insurance
for employees and add tax-based public programs for those not in
the workforce.

To increase access to health care for all New Yorkers while
establishing strong cost control mechanisms.
C011P011Ka1s

IDIY!CUE

* Preventive care for all residents from birth to age 17,

*
*

regardless of income.
Primary care for all low-income people.
Catastrophic benefits for all New Yorkers.

(over)

-2-

DRAFT

• Creation of a single payer authority to handle all payments
by third party payers to health care providers.
• A $25,000 stop loss feature for all health insurance carriers
• Subsidized insurance for those who cannot afford coverage.
• A standard basic benefit package to be a minimum for all
residents.

Ill!

j111,L UJIY~ BE PDPrKJ>7

*,Employers will be encouraged through tax credits to offer
basic health insurance for all employees.
• The current Bad Debt and Charity Pool monies in the
reimbursement system will be restructured to finance care for
the uninsured.
• New taxes
OUjS".rIOIIS

• Will UNY*CARE be phased in over a number of years?
• What will the basic benefit package cover?
* What will the total cost be to employers, employees and
taxpayers?
* Will UNY*CARE become a new bureaucracy inside or outside the
Health Department?
NIII-DDIG UJIYA-CARE

The New York State Nurses Association is currently studying the
UNY*CARE proposal. Over the next few months, there will be many
opportunities for discussion as the UNY*CARE proposal evolves.
Alternative proposals may be introduced by legislators. Assembly
Health committee Chairman, Richard Gottfried, and Senate Health
Committee Chairman, Michael Tully, are key figures in any health
care proposal. Mr. Gottfried has already indicated that he has
significant interest in increasing access to health care for
those who are uninsured or underinsured. We will keep you
informed as information develops.
j

1

l

i

1
l

If you have questions or comments on Universal Health Care in
general or the UNY*CARE plan in particular please contact the
NYSNA T..egislative Program staff at (518) 456-5371.

•s

POSH'IO. OR m1IVRRSAL BRAI,'ffl CARR

The 1989 Voting Body at the Annual Convention passed a resolution
reaffirming NYSNA's commitment to advocate for all New Yorkers to
have access to health care. The Council on Legislation is
currently developing a positioa statement on universal health
care to present to the Board of Directors for adoption. These
policy statements will be used in responding to the UNY*CARE
proposal or any universal health care proposal.
B'l'M/cjp
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Martha L Orr. MN. RN

Execulln Dlroclor
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Emergency Drive ./"7

Constituent of The American
Nunes Association

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501

TEL (518) 456--5371

FAX# (518) 456-0697
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TO:

Council on Legislation
District Legislative Committee Chairs

FROM:

E. Joyce Gould

DA'l'E:

November 9,- 1989

RE:

Emergency Drive for Health Care for All

f 8) .

T~e attached flyer describes a Health Care for All activity which
will take place across New York· State between December 2 and
December 11, 1989.
You may want to 7onsider participating in the event when the
ambulance stops in your area. -It is an opportunity for nurses to
speak out about the problems faced by people who do not have
access to health care.
Call the coordinator listed for each local area if you wish to
participate. The local coordinators are listed on page two of
the attachment.

/cjp

for Health Care ;·
forAll / r-.-----.
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THE HEALTH CARE FOR ALL AMBULANCE IS COMING TO YOUR TOWN!
AnambulancewillleaveBuffalo on December 2nd. and drive to communities throughout New York.picking up., victims of the health care crisis, for treatment by the Governor and Legislature in Albany, ten days
later. At each stop children, mothers and workers without health care,. people with serious diseases who
can not get insurance, senior citizens who are struggling with doctor overcharges. workers on strike over
health benefi~ and other victims of the health care crisis, will meet the ambulance. Joined by supponers.
they will tell their stories and have their pictures taken to be put aboard the a:mbulance,. which wm leave
each stop with sirens wailing. Finally, the Ambulance will arrive at the State Capitol where the •patients"
will be taken for treatment by Governor Cuomo and the Legislature in the 1990 ses.gon.

J

l

THE PRESCRIPTION? HEALTH CARE FOR ALL IN 1991.

j;

$
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We can win Health Care for All in the 1990 session of The New York State Legislature. Commissioner
Axelrod has made a bold proposal, called UNY•Care, which would provide health care for all New
Yorkers. The Chair. of the Assembly Health Committee, Dick Gottfried, will make his own proposal The
financial 'crisis' for the hospitals and tDe regular legislative review of the hospital reimbursement crisis
are certain to put health care on top of the legislative agenda.
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WHAT WILL GOVERNOR CUOMO DO?
What will Governor Cuomo propose in his January State of the State Address?
Will he ask for small, incremental steps towards universal health care? Or will he
support quick action to enact Health Care for All? The Emergency Drive for
Health Care for All is aimed at capturing the public imagination and
encouraging the Governor to act in 1990.
The Emergency Drive for Health Care for All is designed to galvanize public
attention this fall on the crisis of those without health care in New York. As
· the ambulance proceeds from city to city, gathering victims of the health care
crisis for "treatment" in Albany, we will focus the press in every major city
in New York on the issue of health care for alL
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WE NEED YOUR HELP.

.I

N'X"BSs
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We need you to:
• Help plan the ambulance rally in your city.
• Speak at the ambulance press conferences in each city.
• Fmd victims of the health care crisis to speak and have their pictures put in the ambulance.
• Tum people out for the ambulance rallies.
• Fund the ambulance drive.

THE AMBULANCE ROUTE:
To join tM .Eme,gsu:y Drive for Health Care for All contact the person named for each ambulance stop.

Buffalo, Saturday, December 2. Contacc Kathy Maloni or Debbie Cutler, Citizen Action, (716) 884-4033

Many New Yorkers do not bava access to basic health care because they
cannot afford to pay for the services they need. Current trends indicate that
the number of New rorkera without bealt:h insurance vUl. eacaiate ;frcca the
current 2.5 lllillion. A dual syz:tem o;f health care far those with and without

health insurance is unacceptable.

A recent study in tha New England Journal of Hedicine found that babieg
whose parents had no health insurance we.re JOt ~ e likely to di.e or !)e
seriously ill at: birth than children :frOlll families witb heal.th insurance
This
alarming statistic indicates where New York should begin to transfoi:m
existing illn 7ss oriented system into a system which guarantees universal.
access. Providing comprehensive health care for all chilcb:en and universal.
acce~s to proven prevention services will lessen the incidence of costly
hosp:i.tal treatment. It .is ti.me to provide high quality heal.th ca.re fer al.l.
citizens of the state.

th;

ac:tion!~erefore, the New York State Nurses Association recctamends the following

Rochester, Sunday, December 3. Contact: Eve Brooks, Statewide Youth Advocates, (716) 473-0720.
Syracuse, Monday. December 4. Contact: Richard Kirsch. Citizen Action, (518) 465-4600.

Elmira. Tuesday, December 5. Contact: Katherine Dubel, Chemung Coalition for Equity, (607) 734-9784.

1.

Implement a universal health care program that will ensure qualit
health care for all New Yorkers.
.
Y

Binghamton. Wednesday. December 6. Contact: Mazy Clark, Citizen Action, ( 607) 723--0110

2 .... De\relop a child health i.lOlicy to ensure comprehensive ·heal?ii ca.re
for all chil~en·f7om prenatal period th.rough hi.gh school age. Thi~
can serve as the fu:st step in implementi.ng a universal. heal.th ca.re

White Plains, Thursday! December 7. Contact: Karen Carpenter, Citizen Action (914) 665-0600

3.

program.

New York aty, Friday, December 8. Contact: Judy Wessler, Community Service Society, (212) 614-5475
Long Island, Saturday, December 9. Contact: Mike Laughlin, Citizen Action, (516) 691-5565
Poughkeepsie. Sunday, December 10. Contact, Heather Aguenaou, S.A.S.U., {914) 471-4500 x 4830

4.

Util~z~ registered professional nurses as an integral first line

_Participant in the prevention program.
5.

Albany. Monday. December 11. Contact: Richard Kirsch. Citizen Action, (518) 465-4600
6.

Statewide Coordinator: Richard Kirsch, Citizen Action, (518) 465-4600

And Yes, You Can Help Fund the Emergency Drive for Health Care for All.
Your contnl>ution will help put the ambulance on the road, from Buffalo to Albany. Please send checks
to Emergency Drwe, c/o Citizen Action, 314 Central Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12206.

Provide universal access to proven preventive s~ices as a mave
towards creating a health care system that will prevent illnes
8 as
we.ll as treat illness.
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Use the educat:iona1 system as the condui.t for all child health
programs. Strengthen the school nurse program 80 that student ha
the ful:L benefit of the available services of nurses.
s
ve
Increase access to health care services for underserved rural
urban populations by mandating third party reimbursement for n:!es.

FCS.IT.Ioo S'n\'lDEa 00
!tllW, ACt:ESS 70 HEiU/1'& CARE
'lbe Florida Nurses Aaaceiation believes that the
tealth care client has the right t0 equal ac:cess to
heal.th caxe as -well as the rit]ht m mJce decisions
a!:x:Qt: personal. health care .bazai a, full inibmlt:icn
and vit:ha.tt: cceraim.
It is .th!! obligation of the
health care provider to share with the cllent all
relevant infcmnat:im about health choices that are

legal and m support that client regill"dlesl:'I of the
decision the client makes.
If the state limits the
provision of equal access to health care or the
pmvision of such in!otmation to the client, an
unethical and clinically .fnai:prcpriate restraint will
be .inp:,sed on the provider and the pmvJ.der-cllent
xelatiaish.ip will be jeopardized.
Just: as the client baa rights,

the nurse also has
rights, including the right to refuse to participate
in a particular case oo ethical gmunds. However, if
the nurse becx:mes involved in such a c:.ue and the
client's llie ill in jecpamy, the tm'9I! ill Clbliged to
provide for the client's safety, to aYOid abandorment,
and to withdraw only when assured that al.t:emative
sources o£ nursing care ue available to the client.

Health

care
providers have the rit]ht and
tespensibility to seek viable solutions to the
pmbJ.ans that signal social !allure.
1'hese include
ineffective family Pl.anninii, deficient pxenataJ. care,

d%Ug
and
alcahol
aJ:iuse,
~tic
viol.enc£:,
Uftffl>Ceessful. paEenting, sexually transni.tted disea.aa,
and inac:5t,guat:e child cue.
AOOPm> Br 'mE H:Xm: OF

~Tti
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i ·1 vn FLORIDA NURSES ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 536985 • Orlando, fl 32853-0985
1235 E. Concord Street • Orlando, Rorida 32803
Phone ( 407) 896-3261

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
October 26, 1989
I.

LOBBY DAYS

The Council on Legislation has planned a series of lobby
days for 1990:
January 30, 1990 (Albany)

February 21, 1990 (Albany)

March
20, 1990 (In conjunction with Nurses and Public Policy
Conference)
April 24, 1990 (Albany)
Hay 24, 1990 (In legislators' local district offices)
June 12, 1990 {Albany)
II.

NURSES ANO PUBLIC POLICY CONFERENCE

Center for Women in Government - March 18, 19, 20, 1990_
A.

On March 18, 1990 before the conference starts, the
Council on Legislation will have a room at the Hilton
whera NYSNA leaders attending the conference can meet.
This will be a time to discuss final details on how to
maximize
NYSNA's visibility and participation at the
conference.

B.

On March 18, 1990 during pre and post registration, the
Council on Legislation will have a room at the Hilton
where NYSNA members attending the conference can obtain
NYSNA buttons, 1990 Legislative Agendas and details for
lobbying on March 20, 1990.

c.

On the last day of the conference, March 20, 1990, NYSNA
will organize lobbying visits to legislators. There
will be time to inform NYSNA members about NYSNA•s 1990
Legislative Agenda, the current status of legislation
sponsored by NYSNA, and information on how to lobby.

-2-

D.

Funding for NYSNA members to attend the conference is
described on the attachment entitled "Reallocation
$9,500 Budgeted for 1990 Legislative Reception."

E. /4
Gould, Director ,,,.
Leg!slative Program

Pe-? !ocat!m,,
$9.500 8adgetad for 1990 LegiJl).ati,,. Ra:epl JC'MI

I.

Wo.rJcabop for Cha.izperaona of Diatrict
Coat for l.5 District C!hairperaone and Cba.ixpel:aon. of
COUncil on Legialatioo

- .,, 'Bernard T. :Mccann, Associate Director
Legislative~Program

council

2D Legislation

swum Praley, Chairperson

David Clark

Phyllis L. Collier
Louise Ga.llagher
Kary ICeane
Virginia ICeme'

caro1e Kuzmack
Juanita Majewski
Kattie Washington
BJG/'E!fnf./cjp
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$2.,960.00

and Public Policy Conference Karch 18 - 20. 1990

II.

Collt for llYSllA members serving ae apaakera and aodaratora
at conference,
Bxecut:iflll Director, and
Chauperaon. of C!ouncil on Lagialation

$2.,540.00

Funding for members of Board of
and Counc:il on
t.egialation to attlllld cede.ranee .($100 eech)

$2,000.00

Pun~ing for HYSMA members ta attan.d codei;ance. Priority
will be givan to Diatricta and 01Pa requesting funding
for their repreaentatbaa ($50 for each R!'SD '!Wlbe.r:
$75 each for two or more lffSlfA mama.re repreaent.1.ng the

eame Diatz:ict: or CNP.)

J. fJ.f¥k_,-,ahnv - I
10/18/89
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$2.,000.00
'f0DL

$9,500.00

,._,_. a.teHanesAaodatioa

'.ProflrtUn.

2113 West.em Avenue. Ouikferland, New York 12084 (S18) 4S6-5371
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Idbt- Daye
Spend a day on Capital Bill in Albany. Tba day starts at 10:00 a.m. with a
preaantation by lffSHA Lagialativa Program staff about the legislative process
and currant lagialation of interaat to
At 12:00 noon, participants
their
and aasemblymen and/or attend a legislative committee
bearing. At 3100 p.m., all participants gather again to share their
and IIWlllll&rize wbat they learned.

------------------------------------------------j-~

lfrSJIA
Council• of Nursing Practitioners and Schools of Nursing are
encouraged to bring a group. Faculty muat accompany students. Arrangement
can be made for individual nurses to participate. There is no charge. Call
the ftSJIA Legislative Program.to reserve the date you want to come to Albany.

~;

:~

ReNrvatlona are limited to 100 per day.
Jamary 30, 1.9!JO

21, l!l!IO
l9!JO (I.a. coajmx:tioa vit:li Buraea aad - ~ Poliq eosderenceJ
Ajlr1.l 24,· l9!IO .
.
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On March 18, 19, 20, 1990, 450 nurses from across New York State will gather
in Albany to learn more about the public policy proceaa and how to use the
power of the public policy process. The canter for Women in Government is

--------------------------------1·
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the conference and many nursing organizations, including HYSHA and
Districts, are cosponsoring the program.

on 'rueaday afternoon, March 20, 1990, there will be a HYSHA lobby day.

Learn
aboat: the current atatua of legialation sponsored by HYSNA and visit with your

own

on the

an opportunity to
your political skills and network with
call IIYSHA Legislative Program ataff for more information
and Public Policy Conference.

Iffl?'J ltttrr .,_,.
Jlay 24, 1990,
1n their local

by Hmm

opp:,xtanity for

experienced

mu=HII

participation.

Haw rork State will visit state senators and
Thia activity will be organized
and llYSD Cou.ncila of Huraing Practitionara.
Hera is -an
to meet mra nuraea. Thia ia an ideal way for
tct introduce other nuraea to the power of political
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THE NYSNA LEGUNE: Toll-free number 1~800-724-INFO - - - - - - - - - - -
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